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Integrated predictive modeling of high-mode tokamak plasmas
using a combination of core and pedestal models

Glenn Bateman, Miguel A. Bandrés, Thawatchai Onjun, Arnold H. Kritz,
and Alexei Pankin
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~Received 5 March 2003; accepted 1 August 2003!

A new integrated modeling protocol is developed using a model for the temperature and density
pedestal at the edge of high-mode~H-mode! plasmas@Onjun et al., Phys. Plasmas9, 5018~2002!#
together with the Multi-Mode core transport model~MMM95! @Batemanet al., Phys. Plasmas5,
1793 ~1998!# in the BALDUR integrated modeling code to predict the temperature and density
profiles of 33 H-mode discharges. The pedestal model is used to provide the boundary conditions in
the simulations, once the heating power rises above the H-mode power threshold. Simulations are
carried out for 20 discharges in the Joint European Torus and 13 discharges in the DIII-D tokamak.
These discharges include systematic scans in normalized gyroradius, plasma pressure, collisionality,
isotope mass, elongation, heating power, and plasma density. The average rms deviation between
experimental data and the predicted profiles of temperature and density, normalized by central
values, is found to be about 10%. It is found that the simulations tend to overpredict the temperature
profiles in discharges with low heating power per plasma particle and to underpredict the
temperature profiles in discharges with high heating power per particle. Variations of the pedestal
model are used to test the sensitivity of the simulation results. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1618234#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During neutral beam heating experiments on the ASD
tokamak in 1982, it was found that discharges with a su
ciently high heating power exhibit a spontaneous transit
from a regime of confinement called low-mode~L-mode! to
a regime with markedly improved confinement called hig
mode~H-mode!.1 The change in the confinement is first a
parent at the edge of the plasma, where a region of s
gradients in temperature and density is formed. This st
gradient region, which is called the pedestal, is caused b
transport barrier that forms near the edge of the plasma.
pedestal region is important because the height of the pe
tal strongly influences the confinement of the core plasm2,3

It has been found in integrated modeling simulations t
the same core transport model used in simulations of L-m
dicharges can also be used in simulations of H-mode
charges, with equally good agreement with experimen
data, as long as the simulation boundary conditions are g
at the top of the pedestal at the edge of the H-mo
discharges.4 It has also been found in simulations of H-mo
plasmas that the height of the pedestal has a large effec
the shape of the temperature and density profiles and, co
quently, a large effect on the global confinement scaling4,5

However, the need to use experimental data to provide
temperatures and densities at the outer boundary of the
grated modeling simulations reduces the predictive capa
ity of these simulations. Therefore, models are needed for
pedestal boundary conditions in order to make the integra
modeling simulations more predictive. It is important to d
velop more completely predictive integrated modeling co
in order to understand plasma confinement in present
4351070-664X/2003/10(11)/4358/13/$20.00
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tokamaks and to predict the performance of new experime
and future fusion reactor designs such as ITER, FIRE,
IGNITOR.

Models that can be used to predict the temperature
density at the top of the pedestal have recently been de
oped and calibrated against experimental data.6 In this paper,
these predictive models for the pedestal at the edge of ty
ELMy ~edge-localized! H-mode tokamak plasmas6 are com-
bined together with predictive models for the core plasma7 to
produce integrated modeling simulations of existing tokam
experiments. The pedestal models were implemented in
BALDUR integrated modeling code8 using an automated
procedure to simulate the transition from the L-mode
H-mode, once the heating power rises above the H-m
threshold. When the plasma is in the H-mode state, the
dicted values for the temperature and density at the top of
pedestal are used has boundary conditions in the simulati

In previous BALDUR simulations of Ohmic, L-mode
and supershot discharges,7,9,10 the Multi-Mode model was
used in the plasma core out to the 97.5% flux surface wh
typically, was the outermost flux surface that was available
the TRANSP analysis of experimental data. In those simu
tions, experimental data~or analyzed experimental data!
were used as the boundary conditions. In previous sim
tions of H-mode discharges,4,11 experimental data were use
for the temperatures and density at the top of the pedest
provide the boundary conditions in the BALDUR simul
tions, which are typically close to or outside of the 95% fl
surface.

The combination of core and pedestal models used
this paper represents a step along the path to the more
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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bitious goal of a complete theory in which flow shear a
magnetic shear stabilize the turbulence that drives trans
in the pedestal, while large scale instabilities produce p
odic edge localized modes~ELMs!. Alternative models for
the H-mode pedestal have been implemented in the JET
code12 and ASTRA code.13

Thirty-three ELMy H-mode discharges, most of whic
are in the International Profile Database,14 are simulated us-
ing the combination of predictive pedestal and core mod
in the BALDUR code.8 Of the 33 H-mode discharges, 20 a
taken from Joint European Torus~JET! experiments15 and 13
are taken from DIII-D experiments.16 The JET discharges
include systematic scans of the normalized gyroradius (r* ),
plasma pressure~b!, collisionality (n* ), gas fueling, and iso-
tope mass. In addition, the simulation discharges includ
discharge with 20%3He concentration, a highr* discharge
with large ELMs and a highb discharge, suitable for ITER
scaling. The DIII-D discharges include systematic scans
r* , b, elongation~k!, power, density (ne), and a high per-
formance discharge.

The simulation protocol, the transport models and
pedestal model used in this paper are described in Sec
Details of the experimental JET and DIII-D discharges
given in Sec. III. A statistical analysis of the temperature a
density profiles produced by simulation, using the MMM
and the pedestal model together, compared with experim
tal data, is presented in Sec. IV A. In addition, an analysis
the results is presented in this section. Conclusions are g
in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATION PROTOCOL

All the simulations are carried out using the time depe
dent BALDUR integrated predictive modeling cod
~http://www.physics.lehigh.edu/baldur/index.htm!.8 The
BALDUR transport code computes heat and particle sour
~such as neutral beam injection heating!, sinks ~such as im-
purity radiation!, transport fluxes, fusion reactions, magne
hydrodynamic equilibrium, and the effect of large-scale
stabilities ~such as sawtooth oscillations!. The BALDUR
transport code is used to compute the evolution of plas
profiles ~such as temperature, density, and magneticq pro-
files! given time-dependent boundary conditions~tempera-
ture, densities, equilibrium boundary shape!. The transport
model used in the BALDUR code is described in Sec. II
The time dependent temperature and density boundary
ditions in the H-mode state of the plasma were taken fr
the pedestal model described below in Sec. II B. The eq
librium boundary shape conditions are taken from the exp
mental data as a function of time. A description of the imp
mentation of the pedestal model in the BALDUR code
presented in Sec. II C.

A. Transport model

The core transport model utilized in this paper is t
MMM95 version of the Multi-Mode model, which is de
scribed in detail in Ref. 7. This model is available as a N
tional Transport Code Collaboration~NTCC! computer code
module at the website http://w3.pppl.gov/NTCC. The Mul
Downloaded 02 Nov 2003 to 128.180.100.58. Redistribution subject to A
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Mode transport model is used to compute the total trans
as a linear combination of transport driven by electrosta
drift modes, ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! ballooning
modes, and pressure-driven modes. Neoclassical transp
added to the anomalous transport computed using the M
Mode model. The MMM95 model is used to compute io
thermal, electron thermal, hydrogenic ion, and impurity i
particle transport channels self-consistently. Since the mo
is used in this paper without the effects of flow shear,
scaling of the model is completely gyro-Bohm~with diffu-
sivities proportional to the speed of sound times the gyro
dius squared!.

The MMM95 version of the Multi-Mode model, which
was developed in 1995, before flow shear became a c
monly accepted paradigm, is a thoroughly tested and ge
ally reliable core transport model. It was decided to use
MMM95 model without flow shear for the simulations of th
conventional H-mode discharges in this paper because
MMM95 model without flow shear has been thorough
tested in simulations of H-mode plasmas,4,5,11 L-mode
plasmas,7,9,10and other plasmas such as hot ion modes.7 The
simulations in this paper use the same core transport m
that was used to simulate discharges in Ref. 4, where
pedestal temperatures and densities were taken from ex
mental data.

B. Pedestal model

A complete description of the pedestal model, based
magnetic and flow shear stabilization, that is used in t
paper to predict the temperature at the top of the pedest
the edge of the type 1 ELMy H-mode plasmas is given
Ref. 6. This pedestal model@which is referred to as mode
~1a! in Ref. 6# was chosen out of the six models presented
Ref. 6 because it produces the best agreement with exp
mental data for the temperature pedestal in JET and DIII
which are the tokamaks being simulated in this paper. T
pedestal ion and electron temperatures are taken equal t
pedestal temperature predicted by this model.

In this model, the pressure gradient (]p/]r ) within the
pedestal region is assumed constant. The value of the
perature at the top of the H-mode pedestal,Tped, is given by

Tped5
1

2kBnped
DU]p

]r U, ~1!

wherenped is the density at the top of the pedestal,D is the
pedestal width,kB is the Boltzmann constant, andu]p/]r u is
ths pressure gradient, which is assumed to be unifo
throughout the pedestal region. The width of the pedestalD,
is assumed to be determined by a combination of magn
and flow shear stabilization of drift modes,D5CWrs2,
whereCW is a constant of proportionality,r is the ion gyro-
radius, ands is the magnetic shear. In this model, it is a
sumed that the pressure gradient is limited by the balloon
mode instability threshold, so that the normalized critic
pedestal pressure gradient is given by

ac[2
2moRq2

BT
2 S ]p

]r D
c

50.4s~11k95
2 ~115d95

2 !!, ~2!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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where the magneticq and shears are evaluated one pedest
width away form the separatrix@see Eq.~4! below# andBT is
the toroidal magnetic field. The dependence ofac on elon-
gation,k95, and triangularity,d95, at the 95% of the mag
netic flux surface is described by the geometrical factor
cluded in Eq.~2!. Therefore the pedestal temperature tak
the following form:

Tped~keV!50.323CW
2 S B

q2D 2S Mi

R2 D S ac

nped,19
D 2

s4, ~3!

wherenped,19is the electron density at the top of the pedes
in units of 1019 m23, Mi is the ion mass, andR is the plasma
major radius.

The magneticq has a logarithmic singularity at the sep
ratrix. At one pedestal width away from the separatrix,
magneticq is approximated by

q5S 0.85a2B

I MAR D
3S @11k95

2 ~112d95
2 21.2d95

3 !#~1.1720.65a/R!

@12~a/R!2#2 D
3H F11S r

1.4aD 2G2

10.27U lnS a2r

a D UJ , ~4!

wherea is the minor radius of the separatrix,r 5a2D is the
minor radius at the top of the pedestal, andI MA is the total
plasma current in MA. Equation~4! is used to compute the
magneticq-value at the top of the pedestal, rather than us
the q-value from an integrated modeling code or from me
surements. Consequently, the pedestal temperature is
puted in an isolated and self-consistent way in a stand-a
code or in an environment in which the details of the eq
librium and magneticq profile are not available. In particu
lar, the model is calibrated against experimental data in R
6 using a stand-alone code in which the magneticq is com-
puted using Eq.~4!. Hence, for consistency, Eq.~4! is used in
the pedestal model even when values of the magneticq are
available from the integrated modeling code.

The magnetic shear,s5(r /q)(]q/]r ), which is com-
puted using the magneticq from Eq. ~4!, is then reduced by
the effect of the bootstrap current, as described by Eqs.~36!–
~41! in Ref. 6. Since the pedestal width is needed to comp
the magneticq, the magnetic shear,s, and the normalized
pressure gradient,ac , and since the pedestal width is a fun
tion of the pedestal temperature, the right-hand side of
~3! for the pedestal temperature depends nonlinearly on
pedestal temperature. Consequently, an iterative nonli
equation solver is used to solve Eq.~3! to determineTped.

The coefficientCW in Eq. ~3! was determined by cali
brating the model for the pedestal temperature against
data points for type 1 ELMy H-mode plasmas obtained fr
the International Pedestal Database version 3.1~http://pc-sql-
server.ipp.mpg.de/Peddb! using discharges from ASDEX-U
DIII-D, JET, and JT-60U tokamaks. The valueCW52.42
yields a logarithmic rms deviation about 32%. The logari
mic rms deviation is defined as
Downloaded 02 Nov 2003 to 128.180.100.58. Redistribution subject to A
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model/Tj ,ped

experiment!#2, ~5!

where Tj ,ped
model is the pedestal temperature predicted by

model, Tj ,ped
experiment is the experimentally measured pedes

temperature, andN is the number of tokamak discharge
considered (N5533). For the pedestal model referred to
the ‘‘standard’’ pedestal model, the valueCW52.42 is used.
The sensitivity of the results to the choice ofCW will be
examined in Sec. IV B.

The pedestal density is more constrained than the pe
tal temperature, because the density profile is usually r
tively flat in the core of H-mode discharges. Therefore,
pedestal density (nped) is a large fraction of the line average
electron density (n̄e). The model for the density at the top o
the pedestal used in this paper is a simple empirical exp
sion nped50.71n̄e . It was found that this empirical expres
sion fits the 533 data points with a logarithmic rms deviati
of 12%.17

C. Implementation

In order to use predicted values for the temperature
density at the top of the pedestal as boundary condition
the simulations, an automated H-mode procedure is use
simulate the transition from L-mode to H-mode.

This automated H-mode procedure changes the bou
ary conditions in the simulations from the experimen
boundary conditions in L-mode to the predicted pedes
boundary conditions at the top of the pedestal in the H-m
state, when the heating power rises above the H-m
threshold. The power threshold for the H-mode is calcula
using the following formula:18

PL→H52.84Mi
21BT

0.82n̄e20
0.58Rm

1.0am
0.81@MW#, ~6!

whereMi is the hydrogenic mass in amu,BT is the vacuum
toroidal magnetic field at major radiusR along the flux sur-
face in tesla,n̄e20 is the line average density in units o
1020 m23, Rm is the major radius in meters, andam the mi-
nor radius in meters.

Once the heating power rises above the H-mode thre
old, the automated procedure makes a controlled spont
ous transition from the L-mode experimental boundary c
ditions to the predicted pedestal boundary conditions. In f
this power threshold condition is met after the initiation
auxiliary heating in all of the discharges simulated in th
paper. The time evolution of this transition is controlled
such way that it does not cause numerical instabilities in
BALDUR code. This automated H-mode procedure also c
trols the transition from H-mode back to L-mode when t
heating power drops below 80% of the threshold pow
ELMs are not included in the BALDUR simulations since
reliable model is not yet available in the BALDUR code f
the frequency and radial extent of the ELMs. In additio
most of the experimental data available in the Internatio
Profile Database14 does not resolve the time dependence
the periodic ELMs that are observed at the edge of
plasma. The temperature and density profiles predicted
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the simulations are compared with the corresponding exp
mentally measured profiles at a time slice that is late in
H-mode stage of each discharge.

The pedestal is generally more clearly defined in
density profile than it is in the temperature profiles. Con
quently, the electron density profile was used to determ
the minor radius of the plasma at the top of the pedestal.
cross-sectional shape of the plasma at the boundary of
simulation is taken from the observed shape of the plasm
the flux surface corresponding to the top of the pedestal.
minor radius at the boundary of each simulation, in parti
lar, is a few centimeters smaller than the minor radius at
separatrix.

The input parameters used in the BALDUR simulati
code during the H-mode stage of each discharge con
almost entirely of parameters that are controlled by the
perimentalists. These input parameters include the pla
cross-sectional shape, the toroidal magnetic field stren
the plasma current, the line-averaged electron density~which
is controlled by gas puffing in both the experiments and
simulations!, and the characteristics of the neutral beam
jection heating~i.e., power passing through the wall, ener
of the neutral atoms, orientation and size of the beams!. One
of the BALDUR input parameters that is only indirectly co
trolled by experimentalists is the impurity concentration
the outer boundary of the simulation. The relative concen
tions of the ion species are given as BALDUR input para
eters as a function of time, while the electron density of
pedestal, which is predicted by the model described at
end of Sec. II B, is used to control the magnitudes of the
densities at the outer boundary of each simulation.

III. H-MODE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experimental data from 29 of the H-mode d
charges~16 JET, 13 DIII-D! considered in this paper wer
taken from the International Profile Database.14 These data
were processed by either the TRANSP code~http://
w3.pppl.gov.transp! or the ONETWO code ~http://
fusion.gat.com/onetwo/!, which are time-dependent transpo
analysis codes. In addition, four H-mode JET dischar
were taken from the isotope scaling experimental dataset
cussed in Refs. 11 and 19.

Major plasma parameters for the 33 discharges are li
in Tables I–VI. The following data are listed in each tab
the major radiusR (m) to the geometric center of th
plasma; the minor radiusa (m) or half-width at the top of
the pedestal~the outer boundary of the simulation!; the elon-
gationk, which is the vertical height of the plasma divide
by the width of the plasma at the outer boundary of
simulation; the triangularityd, which is the difference be
tweenR and the major radius of the top point on the ou
boundary of the simulation divided by the minor radiusa;
the vacuum toroidal magnetic fieldBT (T) at major radius
R; the toroidal plasma currentI p (MA); the line-averaged
electron densityn̄e,19 in units of 1019 m23; the averageZeff ;
the neutral beam injection~NBI! power passing through th
wall of the tokamakPNB (MW), which is not necessarily the
absorbed power, and the power threshold for the transi
Downloaded 02 Nov 2003 to 128.180.100.58. Redistribution subject to A
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from L- to H-mode,PL→H (MW), is computed using Eq
~6!. The NBI energy,ENBI (keV), is presented only in Table
IV, since that energy varied significantly only in that on
series of discharges with different hydrogenic isoto
masses. The next variable, which will be used in the anal
presented in Sec. IV C, is proportional to the heating pow
per plasma particlePheat/(n̄e,19V), as it is computed in each
of the standard simulations, wherePheat (MW) is the total
heating power~Ohmic plus auxiliary!, n̄e,19 is the line-
averaged electron density in the simulation, andV
52p2Ra2k (m3) is approximately the plasma volume out
the boundary of the simulation. The next three variables
pedestal variables, namely, the electron densityne,19,ped

exp , the
electron temperatureTe,ped

exp (keV), and the ion temperatur
Ti ,ped

exp (keV) from experimental data at approximately the t
of the pedestal. These are followed by the values of pede
density and temperature,ne,19,ped

sim and Tped
sim (keV), that are

computed from the standard pedestal model as it is use
the simulations. The final item in each table is the diagno
time, tdiag (s), during each discharge at which the simulati
profiles are compared with the experimentally measured p
files.

Sections III A and III B below contain brief description
of each discharge.

A. JET discharges

The 20 JET ELMy H-mode discharges consist of thr
pairs of normalized gyroradius (r* ) scans, ab scan, a col-
lisionallity (n* ) scan, a gas fueling scan, four discharges
which the isotope mass was varied, an ‘‘identity’’ discharg
a high b discharge, a highr* discharge, and a 20%3He
discharge.

In the three pairs of normalized gyroradius scans, lis
in Table I, r* was varied by a factor of 1.6 while all othe
dimensionless parameters (q, n* , b) were held nearly fixed
with an acceptable level of dimensionless similarity.20,21

These discharges have various amplitudes, frequencies,
types of ELMS at the edge of the plasma. The JET d
charges 35156, 35171 and 37944, 37379, comprise mat
pairs that have heating power far above the H-mode po
threshold. Experimental analysis indicates that the confi
ment follows a gyro-Bohm-type scaling, in agreement w
ITER-93 scaling.22 The other pair of discharges from ther*
scan, 33140 and 33131, have a heating power near
H-mode power threshold. The global energy confinemen
observed to be between Bohm and stochastic.21 All of these
JET discharges were fueled with deuterium with the exc
tion of the discharge 37944, which had a small 2% conc
tration of 3He. The discharges were heated by neutral be
injection with the exception of the discharge 33131, whi
has an additional 1.7 MW of absorbed ion cyclotron res
nance heating, which reduces to 10% of the NBI when
NBI heating is switched on.14 The radio frequency powe
deposition profiles used in the BALDUR simulations a
taken from the corresponding power deposition profiles
the International Profile Database.

The discharges 38407 and 38415, listed in Table II,
part of an ITER relevantb scan obtained using the Mark I
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Downloaded 02 No
TABLE I. Plasma parameters for the JET gyroradius scan discharges.

Tokamak JET JET JET JET JET JET
discharge 33131 33140 35156 35171 37944 3737
type Low r* High r* Low r* High r* Low r* High r*

R ~m! 2.94 2.93 2.86 2.88 2.89 2.91
a ~m! 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.83 0.88 0.83
k 1.70 1.56 1.56 1.58 1.72 1.62
d 0.28 0.20 0.11 0.24 0.37 0.18
BT ~T! 3.06 1.74 2.18 1.09 2.60 1.05
I p ~MA ! 2.83 1.61 2.05 1.01 2.58 0.97
n̄e,19 7.10 3.65 5.44 2.44 5.95 1.71
Zeff 1.92 1.66 1.25 1.10 2.32 2.27
PNB ~MW! 18.0 5.80 8.60 2.91 11.6 3.70
PL→H ~MW! 7.31 3.21 5.22 1.72 5.82 1.31
Pheat/(n̄e,19V) 0.042 0.027 0.022 0.031 0.027 0.037
ne,19,ped

exp 4.70 2.88 4.60 1.81 5.00 1.31
Te,ped

exp ~keV! 1.47 0.96 2.78 0.61 1.73 0.80
Ti ,ped

exp ~keV! 1.69 0.96 2.40 0.61 1.70 1.02
ne,19,ped

sim 5.20 2.63 4.34 1.78 4.24 1.29
Tped

sim ~keV! 1.49 1.20 0.95 0.78 1.33 1.08
tdiag ~s! 55.69 56.50 55.85 65 60.14 63.39
rg
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divertor configuration.14 In this scan,b was varied by a fac-
tor of 1.5 while holdingr* , n* , and magneticq fixed.
These plasmas contain 20% and 8% concentrations of3He,
respectively. The pair of dimensionless scans, discha
37728 and 37718, correspond to an* scan. In this scan, the
dimensionless collisionality was varied by a factor of 2
while holdingr* andb fixed.5 The plasmas contain 7% an
18% concentrations of helium, respectively. Discharge 37
was heated with the 1.1 MW of absorbed ion cyclotron f
quency resonance heating in addition to 13.3 MW of neu
beam injected power. The pair of JET discharges, 38287
38285, are taken from a scan in which the gas fueling w
varied at fixed beam power.23 These discharges are dom
nantly NBI heated, but with 20% rf heating.

The JET discharges listed in Table III include dischar
32745, which was part of a divertor study24 with 20% con-
v 2003 to 128.180.100.58. Redistribution subject to A
es

8
-
l
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centration of3He, discharge 35174, which has highr* and
large ELMs, and the highb discharge, 34340, which is suit
able for ITER scaling. Also included in Table III is th
‘‘identity discharge,’’ JET 33465, which is part of a series
experiments designed to testr* scaling among different to-
kamaks.

Finally, the four discharges listed in Table IV are ELM
H-mode JET discharges in which different hydrogen
isotopes—hydrogen, deuterium, or tritium—were used
fuel the plasma discharge and the neutral beam injec
gas.11

Some of the discharges had irregularities complicat
their study. For example, no information is available in t
International Profile Database for theTi profile of JET dis-
charges 33140, 33465, 34340, 35171, and 35174. TheTi
5

TABLE II. Plasma parameters for the JETb, n* , and gas fueling scan discharges.

Tokamak JET JET JET JET JET JET
discharge 37728 37718 38287 38285 38407 3841
type Low n* High n* Low gas High gas Lowb High b

R ~m! 2.92 2.94 2.90 2.89 2.91 2.88
a ~m! 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.90 0.86 0.88
k 1.55 1.58 1.64 1.61 1.60 1.55
d 0.20 0.12 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.11
BT ~T! 2.71 2.11 2.57 2.58 1.59 1.84
I p ~MA ! 2.57 1.97 2.57 2.56 1.47 1.67
n̄e,19 4.90 4.54 5.72 6.57 3.05 4.02
Zeff 1.76 1.93 1.85 1.92 2.09 2.06
PNB ~MW! 13.3 9.7 11.3 11.5 5.60 15.7
PL→H ~MW! 5.56 4.05 5.35 6.37 2.63 3,75
Pheat/(n̄e,19V) 0.038 0.035 0.033 0.025 0.027 0.054
ne,19,ped

exp 3.85 3.31 4.48 4.36 2.39 3.02
Te,ped

exp ~keV! 1.78 0.82 1.85 1.04 0.87 1.25
Ti ,ped

exp ~keV! 1.64 1.09 1.80 1.02 1.04 1.35
ne,19,ped

sim 3.72 3.09 3.94 4.82 2.23 3.19
Tped

sim ~keV! 1.75 1.31 1.72 1.10 1.11 0.89
tdiag ~s! 58.12 55.38 56.61 58.39 57.40 56.61
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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profile data are set equal toTe profile data for these dis
charges in the database. As a result, the ion temperature
files for these discharges are not used in the statistical an
sis presented in Sec. IV. In addition, the diagnostic time
65.87 s given in the International Profile Database for J
35171 occurred after the beam heating power was turned
To correct this, the diagnostic time was chosen at a relativ
steady state period of the core discharge, 65.0 s.4 The diag-
nostic times for the other discharges are taken during qu
stationary phases of each discharge at the time indicate
the International Profile Database.

TABLE III. Plasma parameters for miscellaneous JET discharges.

Tokamak JET JET JET JET
discharge 32745 33465 34340 35174
type D–He Indentity Highb High r*

R ~m! 2.87 2.87 2.87 2.87
a ~m! 0.83 0.87 0.80 0.82
k 1.69 1.55 1.66 1.56
d 0.18 0.19 0.15 0.22
BT ~T! 2.96 1.08 2.16 1.08
I p ~MA ! 3.04 1.04 2.03 1.02
n̄e,19 7.34 3.26 5.54 2.49
Zeff 1.64 1.52 1.99 1.48
PNB ~MW! 16.2 2.77 17.7 6.92
PL→H ~MW! 6.19 2.02 4.36 1.57
Pheat/(n̄e,19V) 0.036 0.015 0.065 0.052
ne,19,ped

exp 3.50 2.20 4.27 1.80
Te,ped

exp ~keV! 1.30 0.52 1.08 0.81
Ti ,ped

exp ~keV! 1.70 0.52 1.24 0.81
ne,19,ped

sim 5.10 2.30 3.88 1.71
Tped

sim ~keV! 1.66 0.58 1.32 0.92
tdiag ~s! 56.44 63.76 56.37 64.38

TABLE IV. Plasma parameters for the JET isotope scan discharges.

Tokamak JET JET JET JET
discharge 42794 42997 43134 43452
type Tritium Tritium Deuterium Hydrogen

Isotope Isotope Isotope Isotope

R ~m! 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.95
a ~m! 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
k 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70
d 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
BT ~T! 1.77 2.96 1.76 0.97
I p ~MA ! 1.78 1.78 1.78 0.97
n̄e,19 5.39 4.84 4.36 2.57
Zeff 3.36 3.17 2.53 2.09
Paux ~MW! 6.74 10.4 7.40 7.40
PL→H ~MW! 2.57 2.18 3.32 2.84
ENBI ~keV! 160.0 160.0 140.0 98.3
Pheat/(n̄e,19V) 0.021 0.036 0.028 0.042
ne,19,ped

exp 3.83 4.21 3.36 1.91
Te,ped

exp ~keV! 1.47 1.26 1.05 0.80
Ti ,ped

exp ~keV! 1.19 1.36 1.28 0.87
ne,19,ped

sim 3.82 3.06 3.14 1.69
Tped

sim ~keV! 1.28 1.55 1.37 0.77
tdiag ~s! 60.6 60.84 62.9 69.6
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B. DIII-D discharges

The 13 DIII-D H-mode discharges include of ar* scan,
a b scan, a density scan, a power scan, two pairs of elon
tion ~k! scans and a high performance discharge. Plas
parameters for these discharges taken from the Internati
Profile Database are listed in Tables V and VI.

Discharges 77557 and 77559 represent a power sca
which the heating power was varied while the avera
plasma density was held constant.25 A power balance analy-
sis of these discharges indicates that both electron and
diffusivities increase with increasing temperature. D
charges 81321 and 81329 represent a density scan at con
temperature. A power balance analysis of these discha
indicates that both the electron and ion diffusivities are in
pendent of the density.14,25

Discharges 82205 and 82788, which were part o
DIII-D r* scan, were designed to have the same plas
shape as well the same beta, collisionality, and safety fa
as ITER. An analysis of the heat transport in these discha
found that the electron and ion diffusivities and the therm
confinement time scales approximately gyro-Bohm like.26

The two pairs of elongation scans, discharges 8149
81507 and 82183–82188, were conducted to test predict
of improved fusion performance at higher elongation.
these scans, it was observed27 that temperature increase
with elongation while other parameters~density, safety fac-
tor, heating power! are held fixed. In theb scan, discharges
90117 and 90108,b was varied while ther* , n* , andq,
were keep constant. A slightly favorable beta scaling of
confinement time was found in this scan.28

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

BALDUR integrated modeling simulations were carrie
out for the 33 H-mode discharges described in the previ
section, using a combination of the pedestal model toge
with the MMM95 core transport model. Statistical analys
of the simulation results compared with experimental d
are described in Sec. IV A. The sensitivity of the simulati
results to variations in the pedestal model are presente
Sec. IV B. Trends in the simulation results relative to t
experimental data are discussed in Sec. IV C.

A. Statistical analysis

For each of the profiles~ion temperature, electron tem
perature, and electron density!, the normalized deviation,e j ,
between thej th experimental data pointXj

exp and the simu-
lation resultXsim(Rj ) at the major radiusRj of the corre-
sponding experimental data point is defined as

e j[
Xsim~Rj !2Xj

exp

Xmax
exp . ~7!

In order to give all the deviations across each profile eq
weight, each deviation is normalized by the maximum e
perimentally measured value for that given profile,Xmax

exp .
~An alternative choice of normalizing each temperature
viation by the local temperature, for example, would ma
nify deviations near the edge of the plasma, where temp
tures are lower.! The rms deviations and the offset f
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Plasma parameters for the DIII-D power,ne , r* , andb scan discharges.

Tokamak DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D
discharge 77557 77559 81321 81329 82205 82788 90117 90108 994
type Low Power High Power Lowne High ne Low r* High r* Low b High b High perf.

R ~m! 1.68 1.69 1.69 1.70 1.68 1.68 1.67 1.68 1.66
a ~m! 0.60 0.61 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.54
k 1.85 1.84 1.83 1.83 1.71 1.67 1.80 1.81 1.84
d 0.33 0.35 0.29 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.27 0.25 0.56
BT ~T! 2.00 2.00 1.98 1.97 1.81 0.95 1.60 1.91 1.63
I p ~MA ! 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.34 0.66 1.13 1.35 1.20
n̄e,19 4.88 5.02 2.94 5.35 5.34 2.86 3.15 6.96 4.72
Zeff 1.68 2.21 2.42 1.65 2.13 1.94 2.38 1.83 2.40
PNB ~MW! 4.73 13.23 3.49 8.34 5.86 3.25 1.15 5.84 9.16
PL→H ~MW! 1.77 1.78 1.23 1.78 1.76 0.68 1.15 2.13 1.33
Pheat/(n̄e,19V) 0.047 0.123 0.065 0.083 0.058 0.063 0.023 0.043 0.111
ne,19,ped

exp 3.22 3.38 2.13 3.38 3.93 2.28 2.32 6.72 3.47
Te,ped

exp ~keV! 0.55 0.57 0.88 0.44 0.83 0.48 0.41 0.49 1.21
Ti ,ped

exp ~keV! 0.44 0.27 1.32 0.55 0.95 0.57 0.38 0.50 1.69
ne,19,ped

sim 3.59 3.64 2.18 3.81 3.90 2.03 2.43 5.32 3.47
Tped

sim ~keV! 4.00 0.39 0.92 0.46 0.79 0.51 1.00 0.58 1.05
tdiag ~s! 2.70 2.70 3.90 3.80 3.66 3.54 2.96 3.09 1.8
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between the profile resulting from each simulation and
corresponding experimental data is defined as

s5A1

N (
j 51

N

e j
2, ~8!

and

f 5
1

N (
j 51

N

e j , ~9!

whereN is the number of experimental data points in a p
file.

The normalized rms deviations and the offsetf are
evaluated for each of the three profiles—ion temperatu
electron temperature, and electron density—for the d
charges considered. The results of the statistical analyse

TABLE VI. Plasma parameters for the DIII-D elongation scan discharg

Tokamak DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D
discharge 81499 81507 82188 82183
type Low k High k Low k High k

R ~m! 1.69 1.61 1.69 1.60
a ~m! 0.61 0.52 0.61 0.52
k 1.68 1.95 1.65 1.91
d 0.32 0.29 0.29 0.22
BT ~T! 1.91 1.91 1.57 1.63
I p ~MA ! 1.35 1.34 1.33 1.33
n̄e,19 4.81 4.90 6.47 6.87
Zeff 2.33 1.93 1.83 1.95
PNB ~MW! 5.74 5.71 3.86 3.85
PL→H ~MW! 1.69 1.42 1.81 1.51
Pheat/(n̄e,19V) 0.066 0.078 0.035 0.044
ne,19,ped

exp 4.01 3.24 4.97 4.97
Te,ped

exp ~keV! 0.90 1.20 0.41 0.56
Ti ,ped

exp ~keV! 0.83 1.18 0.48 0.51
ne,19,ped

sim 3.42 3.48 5.09 4.86
Tped

sim ~keV! 0.91 1.15 0.55 0.79
tdiag ~s! 4.00 3.8 3.775 3.775
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simulations using the standard pedestal model~with CW

52.42) are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. It can be seen in
1 that the rms deviations vary from discharge to dischar
and from profile to profile, with a minimum of about 4% an
a maximum of about 23%. The normalized offsets shown
Fig. 2 vary from about215% to122%.

Note that five discharges~JET discharges 33140, 3346
34340, 35171, and 35174! are labeled with an ‘‘* ’’ in Figs. 1
and 2. Experimental data are not available for ion tempe
ture in these five discharges and, consequently, the ion t
perature profiles were set equal to the electron tempera
profiles in the International Profile Database. As a res
these discharges were excluded from the average ion
perature rms deviation and offset described below.

The average rms deviationsavg—averaged over 28 dis
charges for the ion temperature, and averaged over al
discharges for the electron temperature and den
profiles—is about 10% for the ion temperature, electron te
perature, and electron density profiles. The average off
f avg, is about 1.5% for the ion temperature profile, 1.0%
the electron temperature profile, and 0.7% for the elect
density profile. These average statistics are about the sam
the corresponding statistics obtained when profiles fr
simulations that use experimental data for the temperat
and density at the top of the pedestal are compared w
experimental profiles~see Ref. 4!.

B. Variation of the pedestal model

In this section, the pedestal model is varied in a syste
atic way in order to determine the sensitivity of the predict
profiles to changes in the pedestal model. Consider the c
ficient CW that appears in the equation for the pedestal wi
(D5CWrs2). The value ofCW was determined in Sec. II B
by minimizing the logarithmic rms deviation between th
predictions of the model@Eq. ~3!# and 533 data points fo
type 1 ELMy H-mode plasmas from the International Ped
tal Database version 3.1. With this value,CW52.42, ap-

.
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FIG. 1. Relative rms deviations~%! for the ion temperature, electron temperature, and density profiles produced by simulations using the MMM95 tr
model combined with the standard pedestal model~usingCW52.42) compared with experimental data for 33 H-mode discharges listed by DIII-D and
discharge numbers.
nd
ic
r.

t

odel
dard

tion
proximately half of the data points lie below the model a
half lie above the model. The pedestal model with this cho
of CW is referred to as the ‘‘standard model’’ in this pape

If the value of CW is varied, the fraction of the 533
pedestal temperature data points that lie above and below
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model varies, as shown in Fig. 3. As the coefficientCW is
increased from 2.42 to 4.86, the pedestal temperature m
sweeps through 34% of the data points above the stan
model. Hence, in this paper the pedestal model withCW

54.86 is referred to as a model that is one standard devia
ort model
harge
FIG. 2. Relative offset from the ion temperature, electron temperature and density profiles produced by simulations using the MMM95 transp
combined with the standard pedestal model~usingCW52.42) compared with experimental data for 33 H-mode discharges listed by DIII-D and JET disc
numbers.
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above the standard model, since a standard deviation
mally includes approximately 34% of the points within
frequency distribution. Correspondingly, as the coeffici
CW is decreased from 2.42 to 1.18, the pedestal tempera
model sweeps through 34% of the data points below
standard model. Hence, in this paper, the pedestal m
with CW51.18 is referred to as a model that is one stand
deviation below the standard model. In determining t
range of variation from one standard deviation above to
standard deviation below the standard model, there is no
sumption made about the distribution of errors~e.g., no as-
sumption of a Gaussian distribution!. In fact, it can be seen
in Fig. 3 that the fraction of the data points is not a symm
ric function of CW .

Integrated modeling simulations were carried out for
33 H-mode discharges using the pedestal model withCW

51.18, 2.42, and 4.86. The average rms deviation and o
~as defined in Sec. IV A! for the ion and electron temperatu
profiles in all 33 H-mode discharges are shown in Fig. 4
the three values ofCW . The average rms deviation, show
by the points near the top of Fig. 4 varies from about 10%
15% as the pedestal model is varied over a standard de
tion above or below the standard model. It can be seen f
the lower points in Fig. 4 that the standard pedestal mo
~with CW52.42) yields an average offset that is less th
1.5% for both the electron and ion temperature profil
while the pedestal models that are one standard devia
below and above the standard model produce average of
for the electron and ion temperature profiles that are ab
24.5% and19.5%, respectively. Note that the average o
set from the standard pedestal model is small (,1.5%) even
though the pedestal and core models were developed i
pendently. That is, the pedestal model was calibrated aga
533 data points from the International Pedestal Datab
while the Multi-Mode core transport model was calibrat
against a relatively small number of discharges in 1995 an
has been held fixed since then.

For the density profile, the average rms deviation is
proximately 10% and the average offset is less than 1.
independent of the model used for the pedestal tempera

FIG. 3. Fraction of data points for the temperature at the top of the ped
that lie below the predicted pedestal temperature as a function of the
ficient in the width of the pedestal.
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width ~i.e., simulations usingCW51.18, 2.42, or 4.86!. The
statistics for the density profiles are not as important as
statistics for the electron and ion temperature profiles. Thi
because the electron density profile is relatively tightly co
strained by the condition that the average density in
simulation is required to match the average density in
experiment and the shape of the electron density profile
relatively flat in these H-mode plasmas. Given these c
straints, the density profile predicted by the simulation c
not differ significantly from the experimental density profil
In contrast, the temperature profiles are not constrained
so, the comparison between the simulated and experime
temperature profiles provides a more stringent test of
predictive capability of the model than the correspond
comparison of the density profiles.

C. Trends observed in the simulations

A careful inspection of the offsets shown in Fig. 2 r
vealed that the offsets for the temperature profiles tend to
positive for discharges with low heating power and negat
for discharges with high heating power. One way to dem
strate this trend is to plot the offset for each electron and
temperature profile as a function of the heating power
plasma particle, as shown in Fig. 5, for simulations using
standard pedestal model. In this figure, the horizontal a
indicates the total heating power~MW! divided by the prod-
uct of the line averaged electron density~in units of
1019 particles per m3) times the plasma volume~approxi-
mated by 2p2Ra2k). The vertical axis is the offset, com
puted from simulations using the standard pedestal mo
for the ion temperature profile~shown as open circles fo

tal
ef-

FIG. 4. Relative rms deviation for the ion temperature profiles~solid circles!
and electron temperature profiles~open circles!, as well as the relative offse
for ion temperature profiles~solid squares! and electron temperature profile
~open squares!, obtained from simulation profiles compared with experime
tal data for 33 H-mode discharges, for three values of the coefficient in
width of the pedestal (CW51.18, 2.42, and 4.86!.
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JET discharges and open squares for DIII-D discharges! and
the offset for the electron temperature profile~shown as
crosses for JET discharges and pluses for DIII-D discharg!.
These are the same offsets that are shown in Fig. 2 for th
discharges simulated in this paper. It can be seen in Fi
that the temperature profiles tend to be overpredicted~indi-
cated by a positive offset! at low values of the heating powe
per particle and they tend to be underpredicted~negative off-
set! at higher values of power per particle. In general, m
of the JET discharges~shown as circles and crosses in th
figure! have lower power per particle and higher offset th
the DIII-D discharges~shown as squares and plusses!. It can
also be seen in Fig. 5 that the range of offset valu
(215% to 119%) is much larger than the average offs
(,1.5%) shown in Fig. 4.

Note that burning plasma experiments, such as ITER
FIRE, are expected to have rather low values for the hea
power per particle, compared with present-day tokam
experiments.29 In the ITER design, withPheat5134 MW and
n̄e,19510, a52 m, R56.2 m, and k51.7, the heating
power per particle isPheat/(ne,19V)50.016, in terms of the
units used in Fig. 5. For the FIRE design, withPheat

560 MW and n̄e,19550, a50.6 m, R52.14 m, and k
51.76, the heating power per particle isPheat/(ne,19V)
50.045. Even though the heating power is high in the
burning plasma experiments, the number of plasma parti
is so much larger than in present-day experiments that
power per particle is relatively small. Hence, the simulat
protocol used in this paper is likely to overpredict the te
perature profiles by about 10% in ITER and by a few perc
in the FIRE burning plasma experiment design.

The next issue considered is whether this trend~that the
offset decreases as the power per particle increases! is caused

FIG. 5. Offset as a function of heating power~MW! per 1019 particles, from
simulations using the standard pedestal model~with CW52.42). Offsets for
ion temperature profiles are shown as circles for JET discharges and sq
for DIII-D discharges. Offsets for electron temperature profiles are show
crosses for JET discharges and pluses for DIII-D discharges.
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primarily by the predictive pedestal model or by the co
transport model, or possibly by the two models working
gether. In an effort to answer this question, the ratio of
simulation pedestal beta to experimentally measured ped
beta is plotted on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 6 as a funct
of the heating power per particle~the same variable that i
used on the horizontal axis in Fig. 5!. One outlier point at
Pheat/(nV)50.023 andbped

sim/bped
exp52.63 was omitted from

this plot. Note that the prediction of the pedestal relative
experimental data at the pedestal does not have a pronou
trend as a function of the power per particle. Since there
no significant trend in the predictions of the pedestal mo
compared with experimental data, we conclude that the
dency to overpredict the core temperature profiles at
power per particle is produced more by the core transp
model than by the pedestal model.

The rms deviation for bped—that is
((bped

sim/bped
exp21)2/N—is about 4.2%~with the outlier point

removed!. Since the predicted pedestal temperature is
versely related to the pedestal density, it turns out that
pedestal pressure andbped

sim are insensitive to the pedestal de
sity. However, the choice of pedestal density does ma
when computing the pedestal temperature. If the predic
pedestal density is used, then the rms deviation for the
dicted pedestal temperature is about 3.5%~with the outlier
point removed!. If the experimentally measured pedes
density is used, then the rms deviation for the predicted p
estal temperature is about 1.6% for the discharges consid
in this paper. Even though the error is less when the exp
mentally measured pedestal density is used, a mode
needed in which both the density and the temperature
predicted in the pedestal.

Increasing the stiffness of the model would probab

res
s

FIG. 6. Ratio of pedestal beta from simulations divided by pedestal b
from experimental data shown for 32 discharges on a logarithmic scale
function of heating power~MW! per 1019 particles. Points from JET dis-
charges are shown as circles while points from DIII-D discharges are sh
as squares. One outlier point is omitted.
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FIG. 7. Profiles for ion temperature~top!, electron temperature~middle!, and electron density~bottom! are shown as a function of minor radius for the lo
power per particle JET discharge 35156~left! and the high power per particle DIII-D discharge 77559~right!. In each panel, dots represent experimental da
while the results are shown for simulations using the standard model~solid curves!, one standard deviation above the standard model~dotted–dashed curves!,
and one standard deviation below the standard model~dashed curves!.
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make the trend in the offset as a function of power per p
ticle worse because the temperature profiles would be
responsive to the power per particle. Suppose, for exam
that the stiffness of the model were increased in a gi
simulation. At high power per particle, the simulated te
perature profile would decrease with increasing stiffne
Hence, the negative offsets at high power per particle in F
5 would become more negative as the stiffness of the mo
were increased.

It is possible that the omission of flow shear in the
simulations might be responsible for the observed trend
the offset as a function of power per particle. Since all
neutral beam injection~NBI! is in the same direction~either
co or counter! in the JET and DIII-D tokamaks, and since th
toroidal momentum source rate in the plasma is roughly p
portional to the NBI power per particle, it would be expect
that flow shear would be larger in discharges with hi
power per particle and smaller in discharges with low pow
per particle. Hence, flow shear effects would be expecte
reduce transport to a greater extent and, therefore, to incr
the temperature and to increase the offset in discharges
high power per particle.

D. Profile shapes

Profiles are shown in Fig. 7 from simulations using t
three variations of the pedestal model compared with exp
mental data for a discharge with low heating power per p
ticle ~JET discharge 35156! and a discharge with high hea
ing power per particle~DIII-D discharge 77559!. It can be
seen that the simulation profiles for electron and ion te
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perature using the standard model~solid curve in the top two
panels on each side! are systematically higher than~overpre-
dicts! the experimental data~represented by dots in Fig. 7!
for the low heating power per particle discharge 35156 a
systematically lower than~underpredicts! the experimental
data for the high heating power per particle discharge 775
These results are consistent with the trend described in
last section of a positive offset~simulation profile higher
than experimental data! for discharges with low heating
power per particle and a negative offset~simulation profile
lower than experimental data! for discharges with high heat
ing power per particle. As shown in Fig. 7, the conditions
the boundary of the simulations that used the standard p
estal model~at the right edge of the solid curve in eac
panel! nearly match the corresponding experimental da
Consequently, the differences between the simulated pro
and the experimental data are the result of the core mo
used in the simulations—either the core transport mode
the models used for sources and sinks.

Simulations using the pedestal models that are one s
dard deviation above and below the standard pedestal m
are also shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the tempera
profiles shift nearly rigidly up and down as the pedes
model is changed from the standard model~solid curve! to
one standard deviation above~dotted–dashed curve! and be-
low ~dashed curve! the standard pedestal model. The diffe
ence between the predicted profiles is more pronounce
the discharge with low heating power per particle. The d
sity profiles resulting from these simulations~bottom panels!
remain nearly unchanged as the pedestal temperature m
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is changed, since the pedestal density model remains
same in all the simulations.

The central ion temperature is considerably higher th
the central electron temperature in the discharge with h
heating power per particle~discharge 77559 on the righ
hand side of Fig. 7! while the central electron and ion tem
peratures are more nearly the same in the discharge with
heating power per particle~discharge 35156 on the left-han
side of Fig. 7!. This is true for the temperature profiles pr
dicted by the simulations, as well as the corresponding
perimentally measured temperature profiles. In general,
discharges with high heating power per particle were fou
to have central ion temperatures higher than central elec
temperatures, while the discharges with low heating po
per particle were found to have central electron and ion te
peratures that were nearly equal. This is significant becau
is known that the growth rate of the ion temperature grad
~ITG! mode and the resulting transport driven by the IT
mode are reduced asTi /Te is increased.7 Since the ITG
mode is the dominant contribution to the Multi-Mode tran
port model in the core of the plasma, the increase inTi /Te

causes a reduction in transport and an increase in both
peratures.

The central ion temperature is larger than the cen
electron temperature in discharges with high power per p
ticle discharges because the ion heating power is larger
the electron heating in those discharges. The physical rea
for this trend can be understood in the following way. Fir
the Ohmic heating power, which is almost entirely to t
electrons, becomes less significant as the auxiliary hea
power is increased. The second reason has to do with
way NBI heating is affected by the electron temperatu
which can be described in the following way: Each fast i
produced by neutral beam injection transfers most of its
ergy to thermal electrons until it slows down below a critic
energy, after which it transfers most of its energy to therm
ions.30 That critical energy increases with increasing elect
temperature, which, in turn, increases with increasing h
ing power per particle. Since the initial energy of the N
fast ions is independent of the NBI heating power, the g
between the initial fast ion energy and the critical ene
decreases as the critical energy increases. Hence, incre
the heating power has the effect of increasing both the e
tron and ion temperature, which increases the critical ene
which decreases the gap between the initial NBI fast
energy and the critical energy, which increases the fractio
power transferred to the thermal ions, which increases
ion temperature over the electron temperature.

Finally, the profiles normalized by their central valu
are shown in Fig. 8 for the same two discharges that
shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen from the normalized profi
in Fig. 8 that the temperature and density profiles are m
peaked in the discharge with high heating power per parti
There are several possible causes for this profile peaking
example, the NBI power deposition profile is somewh
more peaked in the simulations of discharges with hig
power per particle. In particular, the half width of the NB
deposition profile divided by the minor radius changes fr
0.70 in the discharge with low power per particle to 0.55
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the discharge with high power per particle. This change
the shape of the power deposition profile, however, could
least partly be a response to the temperature and de
peaking, rather than the main cause.

Another significant difference that was found betwe
the two discharges is the shape of the thermal diffusiv
profile for each discharge. The normalized half width of t
ion thermal diffusivity profile changes from 0.53 in the lo
power per particle discharge to 0.83 in the high power
particle discharge. This change in the shape of the diffusiv
profile is consistent with the observation that the growth r
of the ITG mode decreases asTi /Te increases. Hence, th
sequence of physical effects can be understood in the foll
ing way: As the power per particle is increased from o
discharge to another, the fraction of the power to the io
increases over the fraction of the power to the electrons. T
causes the central ion temperature to become larger than
central electron temperature, which, in turn, causes the t
mal and particle transport driven by the ITG mode in t
deep core of the plasma to decrease relative to the trans
near the edge of the plasma. As a result, the temperature
density profiles become more peaked.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an integrated modeling protocol is used
predict the temperature and density profiles in H-mode p
mas and to compare those profiles with experimental d
from 33 discharges in the JET and DIII-D tokamaks. T
protocol consists of the following parts: A pedestal mode
used to predict the temperature and density at the top of

FIG. 8. Normalized profiles for ion temperature~top!, electron temperature
~middle!, and electron density~bottom! are shown as a function of normal
ized minor radius for the low power per particle JET discharge 35156~solid
lines! and the high power per particle DIII-D discharge 77559~dashed
lines!.
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pedestal at the edge of the simulations, together with mo
to compute the core thermal and particle transport, all
heat and particle sources and sinks, the current profile,
shapes of the magnetic flux surfaces within the plasma,
the effects of large scale instabilities, such as sawtooth o
lations. These models are used in the BALDUR code to p
dict the time evolution of the temperature, density, and ot
plasma profiles. A systematic procedure is then used to se
input data and to run the BALDUR code for all the di
charges. Finally, a systematic procedure is used to com
the results of the simulations with experimental data and
compute statistics that quantify the comparisons.

When the results of the simulations using this proto
are compared with experimental data from 33 JET a
DIII-D H-mode discharges, it is found that the average re
tive rms deviation is approximately 10% and the avera
relative offset is approximately 1% for the ion temperatu
electron temperature, and electron density profiles. When
experimentally measured profiles are compared with the
files computed using this protocol, the agreement is as g
as the agreement obtained when experimental data is us
provide the boundary conditions for the simulations,4 rather
than a predictive pedestal model. If the pedestal mode
varied over one standard deviation below and above the s
dard model, it is found that the average relative offset for
profiles varies from about25% to 19%.

It is found that there is a systematic trend in the offset
a function of the heating power per plasma particle. T
simulations systematically over-predict the temperature p
files, with an average offset of about110%, at the lowest
values of heating power per particle, while the simulatio
systematically underpredict the temperature profiles, with
average offset of about210%, at the highest values of hea
ing power per particle. It is found that the core models
transport and sources are responsible for this system
trend in the error.

With the exception of the impurity concentration at t
edge of the plasma, all of the input data used in these i
grated modeling simulations are parameters that are u
the control of the experimentalists~such as plasma curren
magnetic field strength, plasma shape, heating power,
average plasma density!. As a result, this protocol provides
tool that can be used to predict the temperature and den
profiles in new experiments. These predictions are neede
order to better understand the physics of confinement in
kamaks and to predict the performance of burning plas
experiments such as ITER or FIRE.
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